System Engineering of launch vehicles and spacecraft is a challenging and complex under taking. There are many diverse systems which must be integrated and balanced to produce an effective design. This involves a multiplicity of individual engineering relationships that are difficult to integrate and even more difficult to define in a best balance. Integration efforts involve many different approaches from process management to mass balance. But these approaches either do not directly address the launch vehicle or spacecraft performance or require many adjustments to be made to discover a balance. The system integrating physics, derived from the fundamental physics of the system, is the key to identifying a fully integrated system performance measure. Launch vehicles and spacecraft are thermodynamic systems with performance defined by thermodynamic properties. Thus, thermodynamic exergy, which integrates all of the systems thermodynamic properties, provides the system integrating relationships. This provides a basis for determining the most efficient design from among many different configuration options and for guiding the design activities from an integrated system level. This paper explores the current physics relationships used in launch vehicle system design and demonstrates that thermodynamic exergy provides a more explicit and complete approach to system integration. 
I. Introduction
YSTEMS are driven by energy and limited by entropy. Exergy is the thermodynamic property which combines both of these thermodynamic laws. As such, many applications can be found for the application of exergy in many different system types. Exergy has been applied to the design and analysis of various system types including aeronautic, biological, control, ecological, electrical power, heat transfer, and life support showing its broad application. [1, 2] In aerospace application, systems exergy has mainly been applied to aircraft design, analysis, and optimization. It has been applied in various system contexts including lunar base thermal energy designs [3] , aircraft system design [4, 5, 6, 7] , analysis, and optimization, aircraft engine analysis [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , aircraft environmental control [13] , pulsed detonation power devices [14] , and hypersonics [1, 15] . Interesting comparisons between exergy S balance equation and the Breguet range equation have also been done for aircraft [16] . This comparison shows that exergy analysis provides more details in the system performance than the Breguet equation. This is a similarity that will be shown between the exergy balance equation and the rocket equation. Several important questions were posed in a paper addressing issues with systems engineering in modern practice [17] . This paper will address aspects of system efficacy and system efficiency for a launch vehicle. Specific application of exergy to systems engineering has been considered for aircraft [18] . Statistical techniques using exergy for system integration for aircraft has also been discussed [19] . The basic construction of the exergy balance equation has been well addressed for aircraft and general thermodynamic systems [20, 21, 22] . With all this basis for aircraft, very little has been done in the application of system exergy analysis to launch vehicles and spacecraft. The author has contributed to a set of early analysis papers on launch vehicles [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and spacecraft life support systems [28] , and sponsored work on the application of exergy to systems engineering. This paper provides the foundational work and derivations on which these analysis and application papers are built. Ref. [1] also has a section on exergy analysis of the Saturn V. However, the equations are derived from a hypersonics perspective and are based on enthalpy terms making the exhaust velocity term implicit.
This makes exergy application to space vehicles difficult to see. This paper will show the exergy balance equation
with the engine/motor exhaust velocity as an explicit parameter in exergy balance clearly showing the relationship to rocket design. Aerospace engineers have traditionally used the rocket equation, which acts as a constraint on the system design solution, to guide basic selection of propulsion system thrust and stage masses. This is not an integrated approach but a series of partially integrated steps. This paper will demonstrate how the exergy balance equation provides a full integration of launch vehicle and spacecraft parameters providing a key systems engineering design and analysis tool.
II. Traditional Design Approach
Traditional approaches to launch vehicle and spacecraft design use some basic relationships that only partially represent the vehicle. These approaches only partially integrate the vehicle and must be adjusted to incorporate various loss effects during system design. These approaches are briefly described in this section.
A. Rocket Equation
Traditionally, launch vehicle and spacecraft bus design has followed Konstantin Tsiolkovsky's rocket equation [29] :
Tsiolkovsky first derived this relationship from the basic momentum relationships in 1903 and it has served as the rocket designer's fundamental relationship for the last century. In applying the rocket equation in launch vehicle design, you assume that the vehicle starts at rest on the pad and ends at a velocity determined by the orbit given by [30] 
Thus, the vehicle velocity is defined by the orbit regardless of the vehicle configuration. This then leaves the mass splits of the vehicle and the propulsion system exhaust velocity as design variables of interest. Given that there are discrete engine and booster configurations with specific thrust levels (and not a continuum in practice), the choice of the engine or motor determines the exhaust velocity parameter early in design. This leaves the mass splits for the vehicle to balance in design. The engines and/or boosters are often selected given the vehicle gross lift off weight (GLOW) (Mvehicle,initial) and the final payload orbital insertion mass (Mvehicle,final). Thus, in an equation derived from momentum relationships with the velocities fixed, only mass is left as a design variable. Rocket design then follows this path and much of the system design is focused on mass splits and mass management. Some very creative and instructive ways of looking at the mass relationships have been addressed in recent publications. [31] There are many important vehicle characteristics which affect this relationship but which do not appear directly in this equation. Gravity losses (i.e., vehicle potential energy) are not contained in the momentum relationships though it is a part of the orbital velocity relationship. Thus, while an important factor, it must be dealt with separately from the rocket equation. Similarly, other vehicle loss components are not accounted for in the momentum relationship including vehicle drag, aero-thermal heating, pointing errors, etc. These must all be handled separately, and while there is coupling between them, they are calculated separately and iterated within the design process to determine a balance (or "closed" design solution).
In a similar fashion, engine and booster expected performance must incorporate losses from several factors and discount these from the ideal performance relationships. These consider such factors for a liquid engine as energy release efficiency, kinetic efficiency, divergence efficiency, and boundary layer efficiency [32] .
All of these loss factors are defined separately and applied through a set of vehicle kinematic trajectory relationships. These are iterated and tuned until the selected engine and/or booster performance meets the mass relationships as defined by the rocket equation. In this sense, the rocket equation serves more as guidance on directions to go with the design and a final verification of a particular design solution. This diverse integration approach provides a check on the solution but does not yield an assessment of how well the configuration performs nor does it integrate all of the various vehicle subsystems and environments.
One final observation from thermodynamics: mass is a system property, not a system state. [33] Thus, traditional rocket design is based on optimization of a single system property rather than the system as whole. The next subsection considers other important properties in launch vehicle and spacecraft bus design.
B. Energy and Entropy
If you want to balance a system in thermodynamics, the conservation of mass and the conservation of energy are key relationships. Eq. 2 is derived from an energy relationship and so the integrating physics of the vehicle must certainly include the energy balance. For a launch vehicle this is expressed as:
The summation accounts for each engine and booster by stage. This equation brings in the vehicle thermal effects (Qveh = 0 if an adiabatic vehicle is assumed), gravitational energy requirements (potential energy term), and engine/booster motor thrust composed of the propellant exhaust enthalpy, exhaust velocity, and fluid potential energy change (typically small, ≈0).
Conservation of mass is also an important relationship for both Eq. (1) and Eq. (3). For a launch vehicle, conservation of mass can be written as:
This is certainly an improvement but there are many loss terms still absent in this equation. Vehicle drag and trajectory errors are certainly not represented and the efficiency of the various engine and/or booster motor components must be calculated and applied separately. If this is not done, then the launch vehicle would appear to be much more efficient (higher propulsion energy, higher vehicle kinetic energy than actually achieved). Also, the second law implications and the entropy terms for the system are not contained in the equation.
Entropy must be included as part of the vehicle overall balance. The entropy balance equation for a launch vehicle is:
Note, that the entropy relationship includes reference to the environment (atmospheric conditions) and terms which generate system losses in the form of entropy generated (i.e., vehicle drag, pointing errors, engine efficiencies, motor efficiencies). Thus the entropy balance provides for the terms not accounted for in the energy balance.
Clearly, then these three balance equations, energy balance (3), mass balance (4), and entropy balance (5) contain the necessary terms which fully describe the vehicle state. The challenge then is how to combine these relationships into an integrated relationship and not treat them as uncoupled equations.
III. Exergy Balance
Exergy provides a balance of all three of these equations into a single relationship. This yields the system balance relationship for a control volume as:
Equation 6 can also be written in the rate form by taking the time derivative of both sides. Since these are control volume systems, the flow exergy term contained within the parentheses in the summation on the right hand side is constant with respect to time for a steady flow system and ( − ) = 0 since the volume is constant for each stage of flight. Thus, the rate form can be written as:
Considering the relationship in Eq. (6), the thermal heat flows, Qk, are lost work with respect to contributing to vehicle motion in achieving orbit so that the heat transfer exergy can be incorporated into the Xdes term (and an adiabatic assumption is not required). The work term, W, can be separated into mechanical work (e.g., hydraulic work done to move the nozzles in thrust vector control) and electrical work (e.g., electrical work down for electric actuators and avionics). For the potential energy change of the exhaust gas, mpropgznoz≈0 with respect to the other terms and can be removed from the equation. Also, the volume of the rocket is constant during each stage of flight such that ( − ) = 0 as well. This allows the launch vehicle exergy balance to be written as:
For early assessments of vehicle capabilities, the mechanical work and electrical work are small with respect to the propulsion work and may be ignored. Propulsion enthalpy is small, but when multiplied by the mass flow rate has a noticeable contribution to the exergy balance and should be included in the analysis. In addition, the propellant enthalpies are much larger than atmospheric enthalpies of the propellant chemical reaction products at or below standard atmospheric pressure and temperature such that hatm may be ignored. Similarly s is small for propellant chemical species with respect to atmospheric entropy of these propellants, and may be removed from the equation.
).
The stages can have different propulsion types in the exergy balance relationship. 
Note, there is also substantial exergy lost due to staging that is not reflected in Xdes term. The kinetic and potential energy lost with lower stages as they separate is a large exergy efficiency loss to the vehicle representing work done to get the stage to altitude but not retained by the vehicle or spacecraft bus. This is accounted for in the exergy balance through the discrete change in Mvehicle at each staging event and is sometimes referred to as a gear ratio. Applying the expansion in Eq. (10) to Eq. (8) provides a complete representation of the launch vehicle.
Thus, a single equation contains all of the key relationships for the design and operation of a launch vehicle: total performance, all the system losses, and the available work. This single relationship, then forms the integrating physics for a launch vehicle.
Note, that Eq. ( 9) is a good approximation and can be used for early concept comparisons. As the design progresses, however, Eq. (11) is more appropriate to guide the design as small changes in the design will need better precision in the exergy balance. Eq. (11) also represents the rocket more completely including the hydraulic systems and electrical power systems needed for the launch vehicle or spacecraft flight.
B. Exergy Efficiency
Efficiency of a launch vehicle or spacecraft can be measured by the exergy efficiency as defined by [40] :
The Xexp term is the exergy expended by the system. For a launch vehicle or spacecraft bus this is the propulsion exergy term which is the remaining term on the left hand side of the balance equation. Thus, for a launch vehicle or spacecraft,
Thus, the efficiency of different launch vehicle configurations can be very explicitly and uniquely defined. For a launch vehicle, exergy efficiency addresses the third system property, system efficiency, posed in the paper, "How Do We Fix System Engineering?" [17] C. System State Representation
An interesting aspect of exergy is that it represents a complete set of information on the system states and
properties. This section summarizes the derivation given in [41] with emphasis on system exergy. To show this, a system is defined as a multinomial distribution of N components with states (s) as:
A launch vehicle or spacecraft has multiple subsystems, however, and so contains multiple multinomial distributions of L subsystems with states (s) as:
For each subsystem, there are NL possible states with ni representing the number of system elements in a particular state (s) and qi is the initial distribution of the system. The system state distribution must meet a set of r system constraints (which also apply to Eq. (14) with the summations over NL vanishing) given by:
, for r = 1,…,R
Where f0i = 0 is the natural constraint. And, for the L subsystems
Eq. (14)- (17) provide a mathematically complete set of equations for a system such as a launch vehicle or spacecraft. This represents a very large set of very large matrices for a system. Making use of analytical mechanics and working mainly with Eq. (14), a set of Lagrange functions are defined for the 1 . This formulation is then used to show that system entropy, S, provides the "most probable distribution of the system". The term cross entropy, Sx, is also defined to indicate the "most probable distribution of the system" in relation to the initial conditions, qi. These can be written as,
Where C is a constant of integration. These relationships, using the Lagrange multiplier, r, representation from the Jayne's Relations, yield a generalized state function for the system as:
Where dQr = dUr -dWr.
Exergy, is defined as the difference in the systems current state and the state of the surrounding environment (i.e., the dead state). For a system defined by Eq. (15) - (17) with constraints defining the system as a control volume with heat and mass crossing the system boundaries (but no mechanical work crossing the boundaries) the state equation yields exergy as:
Which can be rewritten in terms of enthalpy as:
This is the basic exergy relationship for a control volume whose boundary is at rest with respect to the external environment. Thus, the exergy relationship is derived from the complete set of system states and contains all of the information in the state function defining the system.
IV. Exergy Balance Relationships to Traditional Relationships
Exergy balance includes both the rocket equation and the orbital energy relationship found in orbital mechanics.
These relationships can be derived from the exergy balance equation. This section presents these derivations. 2) In the rocket equation derivation Vexh is considered independent of t and changes in vehicle mass (i.e. Mveh and mprop). Vexh is calculated as the distance from the combustion chamber to the nozzle exit over the time the exhaust gas molecules take to transit this distance. This velocity does not change over course of the trajectory flight time and therefore can be considered constant over the flight time interval. This ignores start up transients and shut down transients (i.e., modeled as step functions), and assumes no throttling effects on Vexh (throttling effects mprop only).
A. Derivation of the Rocket Equation
3) Engine changes can occur with staging (i.e., different engines and different Vexh's can exist on different stages) which would be handled by breaking the flight trajectory into segments for each stage. Vexh can vary between segments but remains constant within the segment.
4) Note assumptions 2) and 3) make Vexh a less reliable variable to differentiate the exergy balance equation since in some cases it would be differentiating with respect to a constant. Therefore differentiation to vehicle velocity is a better choice based on the rocket equation limiting assumptions on Vexh.
5) The propellant mass is fully exhausted at the nozzle exit.
6) Losses are not considered including drag forces, aero thermal heating, gravity, etc.
Starting with Eq. (9), making use of the fact that exergy is a work relationship, and that the derivative of work yields a force relationship, differentiate with respect to the vehicle velocity, Vveh,:
This yields the following:
Where, the potential energy (PE) is represented as:
Now, 
Now, differentiate the rocket equation to find the differential relationship (constant C) for ℎ . So,
Therefore, Eq. (9) becomes,
Now, the rocket equation does not contain loss terms (assumption 4) above) and therefore assumes that ℎ = 0 and ℎ = 0.
Applying these assumptions yields,
Now, taking the limit as t -> 0 yields,
Where, 
Grouping terms and integrating,
Which results in the rocket equation, Eq. Note, that this derivation involves the differentiation of the exergy balance equation to obtain the rocket equation.
Essentially, the exergy balance is the integration of the rocket equation over the vehicle velocity during flight with the integration constants defined as the exergy destruction term, Xdes, and the potential energy term.
The final integration in Eq. (36) is removing the differential changes in vehicle mass and velocity from the derivation and is also used when deriving the rocket equation from the momentum relationships.
B. Derivation of the Orbital Energy Relationship
The energy balance relationships for a spacecraft in orbit are also contained in the exergy balance relationship. For a spacecraft bus that is thrusting, the exergy balance equation directly contains the relationship between spacecraft energy and thrust. This is seen directly in Eq. (9) 
Now, the orbital energy for a spacecraft is:
Using this relationship to simplify Eq. (38) yields,
Now, Xdes is zero for a vehicle that is not thrusting and expends no other stabilization energy (e.g., control moment gyroscopes). So, treating the spacecraft as a static mass,
Thus there is no change in the spacecraft energy which is as expected for a spacecraft in orbit around a body where kinetic and potential energy changes are balanced. Note that for a vehicle with an active system for stabilization or station keeping (e.g., control moment gyroscope, thrusters, spin stabilization), these systems would be added to the left-hand side of Eq. (37) and Eq. (11) and the vehicle orbital energy change would be related to the work done by the stabilization or station keeping system and the associated losses.
V.

Systems Engineering Application of Exergy
As the integrating physics relationship for launch vehicles and spacecraft, exergy provides a fundamental system
property. This property provides systems engineers with the ability to design, model, and analyze the system at the system level. A specific example of the application of system exergy to a launch vehicle is to illustrate the analysis and integration capabilities provided by this approach. The application to spacecraft is also shown, setting the foundation for further work. Finally, a discussion of the application of system exergy is provided across the system engineering lifecycle.
A. Apollo 17 Exergy Efficiency
To illustrate the application of exergy to a launch vehicle, the Saturn V Apollo 17 mission was analyzed. The propulsive venting, mission event times, electrical power, etc. At the time of the Apollo Program, this data was reviewed and a subjective assessment of the system performance could then be stated. Exergy efficiency provides a single integrated assessment of these multiple data forms to provide an objective assessment of vehicle performance.
Key parameters and units used in the exergy analysis are given in Table 1 . Note that English units were used in the analysis. Not all of the information needed for Eq. (11) is contained in the Flight Evaluation Report (e.g., specific engine efficiency losses, hydraulic system work) so Eq. (9) is used for this analysis.
Now referring to Table 1 and Eq. Using the AS-512 fight data the exergy efficiency for the mission is calculated using Eq. (9) across the Vehicle Flight Time in Matlab. Fig. 1 shows the plot against vehicle velocity of the efficiency through separation of the payload modules from the S-IVB.
The integrated nature of the exergy balance equation and exergy efficiency can be seen in Fig. 1 . The key aspects of the flight performance are evident in the exergy efficiency plot. Maximum aerodynamic pressure (Max Q) is seen early in the flight. The stage separation events are clearly seen in the efficiency drops. This is the result of the energy put into the mass of the stage and then jettisoned at separation. This loss of vehicle energy in the expended stage is a loss in exergy of the system. Also seen in the plot are the major engine events including engine cut offs and mixture ratio shifts. On the first and second stage of the Saturn V, the center engine is cut off before the outer engines. This is seen as a slope change in the efficiency plot indicating a less efficient operation of the system after the center engine cut off. The engine mixture ratio shift also creates a slope change and is a more efficient operation after the shift. The degradation of efficiency and the decrease in vehicle velocity late in flight reflects the potential energy drag on the vehicle as it moves away from the earth and slows once the S-IVB engine is cut off.
Finally, the separation of the Command/Service Module (CSM) and the LEM occur as separate events during the coast phase (constant velocity over the time period of these operations). Thus these events all occur on a vertical line when plotting against vehicle velocity. The bottom point is the initial separation of the CSM. The upper end of the line is the docking maneuver to capture the LEM where the stage and CSM are recombined as a higher mass system. Since potential energy is increasing with the large change in distance from Earth over the maneuver time frame, a large efficiency increase is seen. The star (*) on the vertical line at 25,343 ft/sec indicates the exergy efficiency of the CSM/LEM after final S-IVB separation at 12.86%. Note this efficiency gives a gear ratio of the Saturn system as 7.8 accounting for both the energy expended and mass changes in the system.
B. Spacecraft Exergy Efficiency
Spacecraft have multiple parts and fly in a variety of trajectory reference frames. This section will look at the application of exergy in the integration of the parts of the spacecraft. Then, the different trajectory reference frames will be considered and their effect on the exergy balance.
Spacecraft Exergy Integration
Spacecraft have multiple parts that can have different integrating physics relationships. Some of the considerations for understanding this include: crewed vs un-crewed; instrument types; ascent vs descent. The spacecraft bus is a thermodynamic system and system exergy represents the integrating physics for the bus. The various instruments attached to the bus are integrated more by their sensitivity to the specific phenomena that they are measuring or monitoring. For example, optical systems are integrated through their imaging or non-imaging (i.e., light gathering)
performance. For these optical systems, the optical transfer function provides the integrating physics relationships
Fig. 1 AS-512 Apollo 17 Exergy Efficiency Plot
incorporating the spacecraft bus exergy showing how the various aspects of the system effect the optical imaging or non-imaging performance [42] . For these instruments, the spacecraft bus becomes an important input to their system performance.
For crewed spacecraft, the propulsion system module (e.g., service module in Apollo) is a thermodynamic system and system exergy represents the integrating physics for the SM as defined by Eq. (11). The crew module (or command module on Apollo), however, is not a propulsive system. Its main physics are driven by the maintenance of a habitable crew environment within the crew compartment(s). The environmental control and life support system (ECLSS) manages this environment. The crew environment is the reference state for the ECLSS with its functions measured against maintaining this environment. Exergy incorporates the electrical, thermal, chemical, and biological balance through an integrated relationship in the exergy balance equation. Eq. (42) shows the basic exergy balance for an ECLSS system.
Eq. (42) shows that the cabin thermal conditions, chemical reactions (through the enthalpy and entropy terms), equipment electrical power, cabin volume, mechanical work, and crew biological and thermal contributions are all balanced in the exergy relationship. Thus, system exergy provides the integrating physics for the spacecraft crew
compartments. An analysis of the International Space Station ECLSS system exergy is provided in [28] .
Finally, spacecraft can be differentiated by ascent and descent capabilities. The ascent stage or stages are essentially a launch vehicle and have the same basic exergy balance. Thus, ascent stage exergy balance is defined by Eq. (11) (or Eq. (9)).
Planetary atmospheric entry is a thermodynamic process and is also integrated by system exergy. In this case the velocity of the spacecraft is toward the planet during re-entry as opposed to away from the planet for a launch vehicle or ascent stage. The exergy balance in this case is given by:
The Xdes term on the left hand side is dominated by the aero-thermal heating and drag losses during re-entry. Since
Xdes is the only term remaining on the left hand side, the negative sign has been moved to the right hand side which reflects the loss of spacecraft kinetic energy and potential energy with respect to the planet during re-entry.
Looking at these various applications of system exergy to spacecraft, it is seen that system exergy provides the integrating physics for the spacecraft bus, crew modules, and re-entry. The system exergy of the spacecraft bus is also the integrating input to the integrating physics of the instrument modules aboard the spacecraft. Thus, system exergy is the key integrating relationship in spacecraft design.
Spacecraft Reference Frames
The results of the derivation in Eq. (37)- (41) are general for a two body system. When applying exergy balance to a specific system, the body reference frame is important. Interplanetary travel involves the use of a heliocentric orbit with ME in Eq. (9) or (11) being replaced with MS (the mass of the sun). This is a very large value and the application of exergy requires employing the planetary motions as boundary conditions for the planetary transfer. The spacecraft essentially has the starting velocity and distance to the sun (raltitude in Eq. (9), (11) and Eq. (39)) that the departure planet has and must achieve the final velocity and solar distance that the arrival planet has. The velocity and distances may also be adjusted based on the actual planetary orbit the spacecraft has relative to the body at departure or insertion orbit at arrival. These velocity and distance values set the kinetic and potential energy of the spacecraft before the departure burn and after the insertion burn.
When operating within a planetary body's sphere of influence (SOI), the sphere in which the planetary gravitational influence is greater than the sun's influence, then the solar influence can usually be ignored. In this case a planetary centric (geocentric reference system for the Earth) can be used. Eq. (44), gives the general relationship for the planetary SOI [43] . 
Thus, the exergy balance for a spacecraft in a geocentric orbit, can be initially calculated using the Earth reference frame. More detailed effects on the spacecraft orbit can be brought into (11) by adding the terms for the solar potential energy and the moon potential energy as shown in Eq. (45). In these cases, the distance of the spacecraft to the sun or to the moon must account for all of the body motions (i.e., earth around the sun, moon around the earth, spacecraft around the earth) in order to properly calculate the distance to each body as the spacecraft orbits the planet. Thus, exergy does account for all the effects on the spacecraft orbital trajectory as found in orbital mechanics. 
C. Systems Engineering Benefits
Systems exergy enables a significant systems engineering advance over traditional methods in the design, analysis, and integration of systems. These advances can be seen across the system lifecycle phases from system concept selection through system operations.
Traditional Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Systems Engineering Approach
Systems engineering brings a focus on processes to guide a system development activity. While these processes are necessary, they mainly focus on organization and information flow though the various disciplines needed to develop the system by the organization. This does not necessarily maintain a focus on the system, but rather on the way the system is developed. A more system focused approach is needed in order to effectively and efficiently design a system. [17] Traditional methods of system analysis evaluation involve a set of plots and tables to view the integrated performance of the system. These include trajectory vs. time, trajectory vs. velocity, engine thrust, engine Isp, engine mixture ratio, and propellant mass flow rate as shown in Table 2 . These have evolved over the history of spaceflight as the key system performance parameters and provide a segmented system understanding based on various engineering discipline measures. Use of these parameters for concept selection is difficult, requiring a level of preliminary design to be accomplished in order to establish some stability and certainty in the parameter values. Even if this depth of understanding is achieved, the comparison of configuration options is still difficult to discern leading to subjective results.
In addition, system integration of these different performance parameters has been difficult and the subtleties of their interactions are not always easily discerned. This leads to a bottoms up approach to system design where key parameters are developed, sometimes independently, and then compiled into a set to see if they provide sufficient system performance. This can be awkward in integration, difficult to comprehend, and difficult to control as the system design progresses.
Systems Exergy in Concept Selection
Systems exergy provides an ability to objectively compare different configurations, even different configuration types of launch vehicles and spacecraft during concept selection. A detailed comparison of various launch vehicle types including both liquid and solid rocket motor configurations is provided in [23] and [24] . Exergy efficiency provides the objective measure to determine the most efficient configuration. This includes not only the balance of propulsion provided energy with the vehicle kinetic energy and potential energy but also the vehicle losses. The launch vehicle losses included in the exergy balance equation include: staging losses, propulsion efficiency, aerodynamic drag, aero-thermal heating, aerodynamic buffeting, and vibration. Except for the staging losses, these loss components are included as part of the Xdes term. As seen in Fig. 1 , the staging losses represent a large drop in system efficiency as the dry mass of the stage or booster contains a large portion of the system exergy in the form of kinetic and potential energy that is lost to the payload upon separation. Aerodynamic drag and aero-thermal losses are a very small portion of the total system losses as discussed in [26] . Thus, exergy efficiency provides a single measure representing the total system performance across the trajectory path. This provides a critical parameter for use in system concept selection.
Systems Exergy in System Design
As the system development progresses into system design, system exergy provides the key tool to integrate and guide the various discipline engineering design efforts from a system perspective. As shown in Table 2 , exergy balance incorporates several key parameters from the different launch vehicle engineering disciplines. Exergy balance therefore, is the systems engineering tool to establish a set of design parameters to guide the various discipline design efforts such that the initial design analysis cycle guidelines represent a physically realizable balance. As the design progresses, the exergy balance model provides the integration tool to incorporate the discipline design parameters and confirm that the resulting designs balance (or "close").
The systems exergy balance equation provides the key system integration model representation. A systems model should model the system with contributions from each of the engineering design disciplines. Systems exergy provides the medium to construct this model, with input from each of the engineering disciplines of key system performance parameters. This provides an important system modeling basis for systems engineering.
This application answers a second property of system engineering posed in [17] , which asks if the system implementation is effective in achieving its intended results. Exergy provides a mechanism to maintain an effective design at the system level, providing a measure of system effectiveness as well as system efficiency (mentioned earlier).
Systems Exergy in Operations
The systems exergy balance equation provides important information to the development of system operations.
The system exergy balance can be evaluated across the possible system variations to determine the nominal system operating boundaries. This provides guidance to the development of operational procedures for the vehicle and responses to vehicle constraint violations. The balance equation is also the starting point for any block upgrades, maintenance repair actions, or obsolescence management changes. The solutions to these changes can be assessed looking at the change in the system exergy balance, providing guidance or the positive or negative improvement to the system as options are considered and developed.
VI. Conclusion
Traditional launch vehicle design and analysis has focused on system mass and mass margins. The system mass is a critical property of the system but not the integrating property of the system. The orbit to be achieved is an energy
relationship, yet this relationship is limited and must account for the limitations imposed by the second law of thermodynamics. The ideal rocket equation is a relationship which the launch vehicle design must meet but by itself does not provide an integrated system equation. With the pad velocity and orbital insertion velocity set, only system mass is left as a variable which is not an integrating system relationship. Key parameters such as gravity, aerodynamic drag, or propulsion efficiencies are not explicitly or directly represented by the rocket equation. System exergy provides a relationship which incorporates all of these into a single system to provide an integrated system design and analysis relationship. System analysis and design of launch vehicles has also involved the cognitive integration of a variety of vehicle performance parameters. Each parameter indicating a particular aspect of the system. These parameters are tightly coupled to each but reviewing these independently does not yield the system interactions or a total evaluation of the system performance. System exergy provides an integrated thermodynamic approach to assess the launch vehicle and spacecraft as a fully integrated system, integrating the various performance parameters in a single relationship. This allows the specific efficiency of a system to be calculated. With calculated efficiency accounting for all system factors, different launch vehicles can now be compared with an objective assessment of their performance.
Systems exergy is a key systems engineering relationship enabling the efficiency and effectiveness of the system design to be measured. Since system exergy contains all of the thermodynamic information about the system, it provides the basis for system integration as it brings all of the system thermodynamic properties into a single integrated relationship. By establishing the integrating physics relationship for launch vehicle and spacecraft, system exergy opens the door to clear evaluations of launch vehicle and spacecraft options and provides a much more concise guidance of their design and analysis.
